THE CHURCH IN AMERICA STANDS AT A
CROSSROADS
Christianity faces its greatest danger in 2000 years.
By Pastor Del Wray
The Christian Church in America stands at a crossroads. My purpose in these
writings is to expose the Jewish Talmud which is to the Jewish world what the
Bible is to the Christian world. In the words of Jewish author Herman Wouk, it is
the "heart's blood of the Jewish religion." It is to expose it’s hatred of those who
are Christians and for Jesus Christ Himself. Its revelation is the complete
annihilation of Christianity from the earth.
My purpose is not to downgrade the Jewish people, or stir up resentment against
them. My purpose is to expose the Talmud’s contents and the Jewish opinions of
we Gentiles, and to explain, often in their own words, how they feel about you,
the "goyim" (a Yiddish word meaning "non-Jew animal"), and about your
religion, Christianity. It is written as a means of protecting ourselves from the
greatest threat to ever face Christianity in our two thousand years of history. We
cannot, we dare not, over look this threat if we are to survive as a free people.
Someone has said, "It is better to light one candle than to sit in darkness." For
over fifty-eight years I have attempted to light many candles. Where I may have
failed during this period of time, I hope to see the day when one of these candles
of truth will burst into flame and, like a long smoldering spark, start a
conflagration which will sweep across America like a prairie fire and illuminate
vast areas with truth for the first time.
It has been contended for Centuries that in the end, truth will always prevail. We
know that "truth in action can prove itself a dynamic force of unlimited power."
But, truth has never been a self-starter. Truth has never been able to get off deadcenter, and unless its apostle is willing to give it the necessary push to overcome
inertia, "truth will die a-borning!"
On the other hand, truth has often been blacked-out by repeated, contradictory
and conflicting misinformation. The world's history provides many examples of
this sobering fact. Treason toward truth is treachery to mankind.
There are no degrees of truth. Truth is absolute! It can never be relative! Truth
either exists, or it does not. There is no such thing as a half-truth, any more than
there can be a person who is half-honest, or half-loyal. In their attempts to do an
ounce of good in one direction, many well-intentioned people have done a ton of
harm in another direction.
Regardless of what anyone says to the contrary, Christian faith stands today with

one foot in the grave and the other on a banana peel. It is distasteful to admit it,
but it is true. While Christian churches have been increasing their membership
rolls, Americans have been on a downhill, degenerate slide to ruin. Morally, we
are in the sewer, and the churches have been unable to stop the destruction. In
fact, they seem bent on greasing the slide. They offer "Christian rock," a
contradiction in terms if there ever was one. They offer Bingo in the basement
and live lavishly on other peoples' money. The exposure (pun intended) of the TV
pulpiteers indicates the moral climate of this country. And what is the reason
behind this degeneracy? There is a reason, and this book will reveal that reason.
What is the hidden power which has such a powerful effect on the Christian world
in 1991? What is the anti-Christ force which has turned the twentieth-century
church into the Laodicean church of Revelation 3:14-18; a church which knows it
is rich and influential and yet which cannot, or will not, see that it is "wretched,
miserable, poor, blind, and naked?" What can bring this wretched church back to
its place of greatness where it can carry out Christ's plan of salvation?
Today, the Christian church stands at the crossroads of destiny. The divine and
sacred mission of the Christian faith faces a danger at this juncture in history
which is greater than any it has faced in 2,000 years. If the day ever comes when
Christians cannot profess their faith as they do today in America, then we will see
the beginning of the end.
The history of the world, for the past several Centuries and current events at
home and abroad confirm to the intelligent person that there is indeed a
conspiracy afoot to destroy Christian civilization. The world-wide plot of these
diabolical conspirators has been instituted while most Christians have been
asleep in front of their pulpits and their TV's. For the most part, the Christian
clergy, who should have been in the forefront of exposing this danger, have been
indifferent or ignorant and have been the ones who assisted the enemies of Christ
in their efforts to destroy us. This ignorance and indifference have dealt a blow to
the Christian faith from which many will never recover.
Today, more than ever before, Christians need a "spiritual Paul Revere" who will
ride across this land, warning that the enemy is closing in on them.

